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In the waves of desperation
Art is like a Crucifixion
Would you like to be Van Gogh
Or live a normal happy life
Is not poetry like religion
Dedication unto martyrdom
You do not look for misery
But as you live so hard and deeply
You will feel suffering
Although you search for happiness
Pleasure wherever you are or can
Tragedy is of actual life
Ecstasy is where you fly
You do not expect to win
You only struggle to survive

To believe in God
You do not need priests
But traditions are beautiful
So you go to Church
With intuition not Dogma

The deep Spirit is a rock
With that you connect in a quiet
Practical way, not narrow
Although you talk through odd concerns
Like Abortion, because of the way it was
Under Communism

Rock of fire and deep prayer
Solidarity of iron and strike
Strike like rock in deep fire
Loyal to the blood of Truth
Strike Solidarity Strike Strike



Freedom of the Individual
To be an adult in a difficult world
But to keep an organic warmth
Heart deep into Europe`s chaos

Jeszcze Polska nie zgineta,
Very beautiful are your girls,
This is a country of art and philosophy,
History and scholarship, religion, spirit.
Zywiec is now owned by Germans
But who should care a damn about that
Polish beer is very good
And Polish freedom is wonderful
No more will Hitler nor vile Stalin
Interfere directly in thy peace,
Thou shalt be free:  all now agree
Art and poetry are your destiny
And the green water of the Baltic Sea 
Or the mountains of deep Tatra.
Myszka who roared, and suffered so long,- 
Now you are free; night-clubs and bars
Are better than in free America

Heroes died in that Gdansk Post Office,
Civilians who did not like to be
Conquered by Herrenvolk, and now 
Live calmly though in some agitation,
Anxiety over the Economy,-
That bullshit that presides in all the world,
Threatening Life everywhere,-
Environment and Humanity.

Bigos and zureck, very fine
They are in the windy cold, after drinking
Much. Radio stations are wild and groovy
All night, life is sweet
In spite of Communism and Catholicism:
All those 'isms' - my god you got
A belly-full of all that crap,
Self-righteous sanctimonious dogmas,



Someone telling all other mortals
How to live and sleep and love,
Or not to do them at all, ever.

Dark dust and soul chaos -
Temptation from Mammon, seduction from Eros -
Understanding of these, deep in the psyche
Makes for calmer spirit and prettier faces.

Why are we angry, why are we sad,
Life is much too short for that.
Without love, there is no life,
So sang Stanislaw Sojka.

Love and Death, uncompromising Freedom,
Idealism as glorious as a fiery martyrdom,
Spirits lurking and flying behind 'Reality',
Music from the heart and bones of dreaming soul.

Hope to escape, like a bird from a cage,
Napoleon messes around, attacks Russia,
Romantic dreams, flight into beauty,
Intricate Imagination amid the misery.

Of green meadows and wide health
Barley for vodka and dark bread
Today all your beauty I see and describe
Because I miss you so

It`s best to believe in Destiny -
Less is the anguish at what happens,
The craziness and randomness -
Makes Being feel less insane

Copernicus was there before Galileo;
The idea is more important than the proof.
As Columbus got there first, he is the hero -
Vespucci was only following up the truth.



In medio vero omnium residet sol.

I discover new skies, new streaks of colour,
New ways of thinking, of feeling life
In the universe:  the dogs of Fame
Pursue me less ruthlessly, allowing the search 
To go on more calmly, here beneath the moon
Amid pleasure even, without the drum
Beating in my brain, driving me on
And down and up, into eternity
And insanity too.  Poetry seems
To be a part of real life,
An element of culture that is actually lived,
Not just a realm of fantasy.

Life without love is not Life,
It is like life under Communism -
A world of monstrous bestiality,
Of dreary grey nothingness.
Love for Woman idealized to the skies
Is Poetry; love burning, brimming
From the sky, the earth, the rocks, water
Of the sea. Beauty
And psychological penetration
Are the essences of poetry.
Great stretches of beauty burn in the sky,
The sunset over the Baltic sea
Is green, grey, orange, yellow, and white,
The sky-colours against the trees
Of tall autumn leaves are bright
In a cold, crisp, still air of lightness.
If beauty you did not know in your womb,
You never saw exquisite life
Nor knew Love in your very bones
And blood of pouring ecstasy,
Mingling with agony and pain.
If your blood flowed with that strange joy
Which is like music of very heaven,
Then your sensitivities in extremes -
Your exquisite capacities for such suffering - 
Burned your retinas and your pumping heart
Into exhaustion and silence.
Those who cry to the earth when their mothers are taken away,
Die every minute yet fly with dreams
In the realms of art unweaving themselves
Around the coloured skies of dawn and dusk,



The bones of blood and darkness.
My hands kneading the very air,
The rocks around the seas of life,
Ears tuned to the ocean winds,
Carrying voices of mystery.

On the Baltic Sea in cold bright light
City where heroism actually succeeded,
Gdansk is where one of the world`s greatest battles 
Was won, by men and women of iron.
A rebirth of Spirit occurred here.

Love releases from the grip of hell,
Tensions of pain and anguish,
Anger at injustice and endless oppression
Switches like water to harmony;
Peace in flashes comes through to everything,
Almost as if by a miracle.
This is a truth equally for nations
As for individual human beings;
Collective life and the single organism:
Both have rhythms of rebirth and decay.
Resistance and then conformism,
Sleep and then awakening,
These cycles are built into all Being -
Human, organic, and cosmic.
The inorganic world also moves
Between chaos and order;
Entropy, and emergence
Of complexity and structure,
Then back into homogeneity.

Little things of home
Can be very important:
A world, a dish, a phrase
Or two from Mickiewicz,
Can be heaven, and defence.
I love a book I saw
Of Pan Tadeusz, with illustrations
So startling, in nineteenth century style:-
In breaks the love-struck man, 
The girl bursts up, amazed.



'FOR YOUR FREEDOM AND OURS!'
So spake the idealists
Of Polish National Independence,
Those resistance fighters and revolutionaries
Who were the prototypes
Of Marx and Lenin and all those bold
Practical dreamers of God`s Kingdom
On earth.  What tragedy, that their endeavours
Led to the nightmare of Stalin`s Oppression,
So that Poland today does not appreciate
The heroic love of Rosa Luxembourg.
However wrong those early Communists
Were, in their arrogance of Total Theory,
They were still Christ-like figures
In their willingness for self-sacrifice,
And their faith in a better world.

As Faustus fell in love with Helen of Troy
Instantly, so is the flame
By which one enters new worlds
Of enchantment and mystery.
And then when in love, you cannot go
Where you must, when your time is up -
Your time is coming, do you remember
What was in our hearts; never again will we dance the tango.
Because life is so complicated, 
As dark as velvet in the night, 
And never will God help us.

The pressure of extraordinary powers
Makes us who we are,
Especially if we throw fire, 
Artists in the wilderness.

If you are escaping in Siberia
It is so vast and wildly cold
You can tramp until you die
Unless by destiny Someone pulls
You out from a hole and helps you walk
Along the huge empty place
Later you cannot ever know
Who it was who helped you then



Later when released, years later,
They give you a book of Stalin`s songs
And a small bag of onions to eat
So you sing those jolly songs
And eat those onions all the while
As you return to your native Poland

Afterwards she was very happy,
Returned to sanity, and married well:
Who knows whether Suffering makes
You mad, or just more human.
On the Day of the Dead, all the living
Communicate with all the dead;
It is as if all human life, present and past
Merged into one for a day,
All living humans being one entity,
Meeting all dead humans as one entity
On this day.  Some ancient pagan rite became
A Catholic Christian paying of honour
To the ancestors:  dozens of candles
Burn on the grave of Juliusz Dudek,
Born twenty-three/six/nineteen-ten,
Died twenty-three/one/ninety-seven.
Any grave left unflamed
Is given a candle by somebody:
Even the graves of Napoleon`s soldiers,
Who pillaged and raped the women of Gdansk,
Have flames this day.  I saw at night
A candle burning by the grave of a soldier
Called Champigneulle, noone is left
Out of the mystical fire which unites all,
In eternal loneliness, this day or night.
Even the grave of an unknown child
Is given fire, the sparkling lights
Of cemeteries bright all over Gdansk
Are like camps warmed for wintry souls.

When death is reunited with night,
My imagination starts to fly
Again; angels and devils
Must be separated, making the Cosmos
A grand eternal Manichean conflict.
William Blake is my friend;
Like Emilia Plater, I hate



Complacency and ugoda .
O look!  This soldier dressed in soldier`s clothes,
Has the fair face of a maiden, and a woman`s
Gentle breast!  She was the rebel leader,
The girl from Lithuania - Emilia!

There is, I hear, a cemetery
In Malbork, for the British dead
From the Second World War:
Soldiers and airmen who died in battle
Here, and those who died in 
Prisoner of war camps.  The Polish would
Do honour to them like that, bringing them together;
I will one day go to pay respects
With silent streaming tears.
Among the graves are those of pilots
Shot down over the Warsaw Rising 
Who came to drop supplies.
I hope today there were many candles
Burning bright in friendly fires
At their graves:  my poor compatriots
Burned, or shot, or starved.

But really, History is something to try
To understand, not be bogged down with,
And certainly not to fuel hatreds.
Everything starts again each day;
There is no place for prejudices,
Nor hassles from the past.
Poland exemplifies this so well:
Such hell has been visited here,-
But forget it!  It all starts from now,
All the world is the same, and new.
Everyone makes mistakes.
But I still wish Britain had bombed
Birkenau, if only once.

In the darkness of the night,
The soul flies free:  imagination
Is thy staff and strength, light
Of a brighter, denser kind of white
Flares as magnesium under flame,
When rejection of normality
Takes on wings of spirituality.



Why does the woman run to the wood
To collect fish; noone knows
The answer to such a stupid question,
How when I thought you were so clever
Can I need to ask this question:
Why?  what?  when?  where?
I am a devil who asks these things!

Apollo intervenes to finish
Dionysius into form:
The wildness of Great Alexander
Is shaped into Art.
Guilt and wildness fight it out:
But rawness is so good when the world
Is primaeval, then
Control comes in, and sometimes spoils
The pure inspiration of love.
Like politics, where aspiration 
And dreams must be
Adapted to reality: 
After the stage of heroic struggle
Comes the dullness of democratic process.
Why do we collect mushrooms?
Who manipulates the questions
To make others feel guilty.
God was in a happy mood
When he created me:
I prefer Lucifer with his Energy
To God with his peaceful Power.

Those heroic Polish pilots
Who flew British Spitfires and Hurricanes:
Ah!  my god, they were part of it -
The defeat of evil Nazism.
And then their country was not free
Afterwards, as Britain was:
But now it is!  And this country now
Has such sweet winds of freedom!
Art, beauty, love, and life,
Such easiness of just joy,
I never knew or felt elsewhere:
It is a miracle of heaven.



Here the power of love and life
Bounces along in extraordinary ways
Gently but firmly, I am so happy
I have discovered such warm happiness:
Gabriela, Gdansk, Poland, and her Art,-
Colour, light, joy, and form,
Dynamic harmony, balance, Truth,
The essence of Solidarnosc, that movement of fire
From the loving soul, that wins much better
Than guns and bombs and nightmarish revenge:
Here I soak into a strange ecstasy
That I always yearned for, but can never explain;
I, a strange, lost, British soul,
Dreaming always into eternity,
In vague pain of yearning,
Misery sprinkled thoughout divine ecstasy,
Hoping for light, love, and beauty,
But never finding it, amid misunderstanding.

How bizarre it is that I should be
A winged fool in the stratosphere
Of the imagination, where are dogs
Who howled at me from before my birth:
The dreariness of grey drains
That I disdain to know.
Sunrise here over the Baltic Sea
Is full of wintry bright colours:
Those I love to see.
Flighting bright light sky,
Flying over a gentle sea,
Full of possibilities of storm,
Green as a dream of mad gods,
Breathing disruption and ecstasy.

My flame has not died out, no,
It is more bright with every day,
This is the mystery of dark pain,
Love draining from the underworld,
Blood that drains from hidden realms, 
Mountains and valleys where angels grow,
Until their moment of flight into
Celestial skies where the sun brims,
And allows them burning wings.
Now, perhaps can we try peace?
To fight without Dresdens, and Hiroshimas?



Although, I must admit;
It was necessary to bomb Serbia
To stop mass genocide in Kosovo.
Better to think before these things emerge
If we can:  indolence and ignorance
Only, allow such situations to grow.
Vigilence and attention to detail,
And a better feeling for love and life,
Growing among everyone in all the world,
Seem the only solution.

When I die, I will die,
Until then I plug along,
Foolishly until the end.
My bags will burst, my spirits fly,
Then all will tumble from the sky.

Life is joy of eternal love,
Pain is banished by holy light.
The soul at the heart of this delicious isle,
Burns in unison with absolute smile.

In an ark on the water of a global flood,
Someone preserves a strange dream,
Living, loving, like some maniac,
Holding a fragile hope for love.
This is the artist in Stalinist Poland,
This is the artist in Capitalist Poland,
This is a strange harmony of Truth,
That makes life more glorious than a fiery martyrdom.

Borowsky is redeemed by his amazing mind;
His surrealistic realism blows the mind.
Death of humanity is more like insects
Taking us over, than mere murder.
If you want to survive, you collaborate;
If not, you die, immediately.
There are no heroes nor saints in this world;
The victim is mingled with the executioner.
Borowski decided in 1944
That Plato lied about how things of the world
Are reflections of the Ideal:  for, as he said:



It is we who built the pyramids, hewed
The marble for the temples, and the rocks
For the imperial roads............
We were filthy and died real deaths.
He was a Marxist in this statement,
But when the Communists took his friend,
He could then only kill himself.
When you have to wait for the next train-
Load of Jews, in order to eat,
Your agony is longer and deeper than they
Who were killed quickly.  You can only die.
Slowly by your own moral hand.

All life must be suffering,
As if we were all Jesus Christ,
That pain is mingled with the strength
To fight for all the fire.
The groans of agony
Are at the depths of being,
That is how we know to love,
That is how we can live.
The winter gets very cold here,
The trees are beautiful in the quiet nights,
Mist in the morning reminds the soul
Of Heaven, and how slow it is
To enter It.  Your breath makes
Smoke into the wild air.

The wider the circles from the Crime,
The less the immediate inconvenience,
But the greater the eventual Suffering.
Like Rozewicz, I see madmen who walked on the sea,
Believing to the End, and went to the bottom;
They still rock my uncertain boat,
Cruelly alive.  I push away 
Those stiff hands, year after year.
Hence the misery of exiles, or even British
And American writers, artists, cranks,
They who felt from a vast distance
The guilt and responsibility
For the murders and massacres.
O lucky Poland, bathed all around
In Auschwitz, pity us
In the Free World, who gazed at Vietnam,
Impotent and wild in pain.



The fantasy is at an end,
Now there is only reality,
A grimy process of survival,
Trying, where possible, to inject an ideal
Occasionally, into the mire.

O, like Sappho in the wild beauty
Of the Moon, Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska
Sings of love in a blooded thorn,
Or a rose in the paradise of a star-kissed sky:
She cares only for the dance of night
In Paradise, drunk like Adam and Eve,
Wrapped in desire and sweetness, greater
Than one`s own life, which should end in a dignified
Death, without protest, rejoining the Mother
Of the Ocean, the Trees, the skies, animals
In the wild:  until then - burn and joke,
Broken by nothing, not even pain of love.

No songs of armies from this Maria,
Her patriotism is of the soul;
A priestess of love, carnal and joyful,
Romantic, erotic, of Nature, and Life.

O Myszka  of the Moon!
Woman from a dream of Plato!
Painter and crazy dizzy lady
Of Poland, thou art so kind!
Polish woman stabs her man
If he loves her not, or loves her too
Much - at the moment of making love:
Ah! she stabs so hard.

Do not hurt your brother,
The Pope simply does His job,
He reigns supreme, yet you do what you want,
But do not criticize Him too much.
Think for yourself, yet never break
The Ten Commandments - but if you do
Go to a priest or get very drunk,



Either way forget everything.
Thus you never need to grow
Up:  forever be just a child,
Always trying to hear the voice 
Of God, Christ, Pope, or Buddha.
Why should they in their invisibility
Know so much better than we, here,
Now?  Care not for the inaudible answer
To such a stupid empty question:
Just get on with it, and believe.
I don`t want to think about this,
It`s really, simply, too much for me.
I haven`t got time while I`m earning money
To worry about why the Pope is Pope.
I am not a philosopher,
I am a simple ordinary woman,
I notice you are a captain devil
Who makes Polish women lose their heads.
I am a Liberal and Marxist-Leninist,
Not an Existentialist at all.

The partial identity of Subject and Object
Is well manifested in this poem:
The epic of a single mind
Interacting and merging with outer reality
In all its fragmentary, sporadic spurts.
A kaleidoscopic montage of strange thoughts,
Shifting and changing and moving back
And forwards:  reactions to, and experience
Of, Polska, steeping in her deep history
And skies of sunsets and sunrises,
In winter, with Vodka, and conversation.
Impressions of Poland, expressions of self,
Mingling and dancing with each other.
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